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FEATURED PRODUCTS
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Technical Support Line (757) 665-4597
Uvex Bionic Shield
> Enhanced protection from airborne debris
> Excellent optics and increased visibility
> Easily replaceable visor
> Lightweight, ergonomic design for comfort
> Comfortably worn with most goggles and
respirators. Anti-fog lens coating.

New! MULTISTAR
Chucks, drives, & live centers
Precision
engineered
in the UK.

See Page 24
3M Super Abrasives - Diamond Discs

See Page 12

See the entire line on pages 20-22
The most
versatile live
centers in the
industry.
Mini-sets
available for
very small
work.

Speed-Grip Discs
Superb performance, flexibility and long life make these
a disc you won’t want to be without. Compare them to
any standard disc you now use and see for yourself.

See Page 9

!
New

!
New

Woodworkers Palette
Fill voids & create designs
in any wood project

Tompkins GAGE’T bowl gauge
See page 23

The Sanding Solution

Details on page 23

P

“The Woodturners Friend”®

TM
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We sincerely appreciate your business.
We have made every effort to insure the
accuracy of descriptions and prices in this
catalog. However, we are not responsible for
typographical errors that may occur.
Thank you for letting us serve you.
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The Sanding Glove
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Some Significant Features of The Sanding Glove®
Virtually eliminates the fatigue associated with sanding by hand.
Allows the user to easily sand in places that were previously difficult to reach.
Makes the task of hand sanding very easy, even for people with arthritis.
Simplifies nuisance tasks such as sanding a dowel rod or chair rung.
Can be utilized by almost anyone sanding anything:
Woodworkers
Woodcarvers
Woodturners
Chair-makers
Furniture refinishers
Homeowners, for drywall repairs or
painting preparation
Boat-builders and restorers
**NEW! Now available with an adjustable Velcro® wrist closure**

“A most natural way to sand with a heightened sense of feel. Almost as if your
fingers were coated with abrasive.”
The Sanding Glove®
Available in S, M, L, XL, 2X (Right or Left hand)

$ 16.95

The Sanding Glove® Kit
Includes Glove, 3 Interface pads, & 25 discs

Made of natural goat leather with genuine Velcro.
Our users agree… A real time and fatigue saver, comfortable,
ergonomic, no more cramped and aching fingers.

$ 49.95

Adhesives - Velcro

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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Stick-FastTM Cyanoacrylate Adhesives
Stick-FastTM cyanoacrylate adhesives are triple distilled to 99.5% pure. This high level of purity
gives them superior strength, shorter cure times, and helps increase shelf life. They are MADE
IN THE USA. THIN is water thin and fast setting; very suitable for wicking into cracks for repairs,
and penetrating wood to seal and harden the surface. MEDIUM is a thin syrup consistency and
has a slightly longer set time, and can fill gaps up to 1/32”. THICK has a molasses like consistency, and a longer set time (allowing time to align parts). Well suited to filling large cracks and
joining uneven surfaces. The activator speeds up set-times to allow for faster curing.

Stick-FastTM CA Glue
A

2 oz. bottle Thin CA

$ 5.95

B

2 oz. bottle Medium CA

$ 5.95

C

2 oz. bottle Thick CA

$ 5.95

D

Activator - 2oz Mist pump

$ 3.95

E

Activator - 7oz Aerosol

$ 7.95

F

DeBonder - 2oz Bottle

$ 4.95

G

Flexible Tips (package of 25 tips)

$ 3.50

H

Kwik-Frame 12oz Aerosol Activator

$ 13.95

(very fast set time - 1 to 2 seconds)

(H) Kwik-Frame activator is
“lightning fast”. Use it to saturate the
area around a fine crack before gluing to avoid “blotches”.
(I,J) Starbond colored glues are
great for repairing cracks and bark
or filling around bark inclusions. The
colors can be much more appealing
than clear glue. Black is also available in FLEXIBLE formula.

G

I

Starbond - Black CA - 2oz

$ 12. 00

J

Starbond - Brown CA - 2oz

$ 10. 00

K

5 Bottle Glue Caddy

$ 11.95

L

Starter Set (Includes caddy, 2 oz. thin, med,

$ 39.95

& thick, 7 oz. aerosol activator, & de-bonder)

M

5 - Minute Epoxy Kit: 2 part; 8oz

$ 10.95

N

20 - Minute Epoxy Kit: 2 part; 8oz

$ 10.95
M
(K) The Glue caddy
easily organizes your bottles and
prevents spilling and mess.

L
K

(G) Flexible Tips will offer you
pinpoint application of thin and medium glues helping you to avoid
messy repairs.

(M) Stick-Fast Epoxy is available in both 5 and 20 minute formulas. It is a 2-part epoxy. 5
Minute- has a working time of 3
to 5 minutes and will cure to full
strength in about 1 hour. 20
Minute- has a working time up
to 20 minutes. Full cure is
reached in about 6 hours.

Genuine Velcro® material in sheets
These materials can be used for making repairs to disc holders and
fabricating new devices. The Velcro pre-glued to a foam backing is
especially versatile for special projects and designs.
VHK-612-C

Velcro HOOK material - Cloth backed

6” x 12”

$ 7.95

VHK-612-A

Velcro HOOK material - Adhesive backed

6” x 12”

$ 8.95

VLP-612-C

Velcro LOOP material - Cloth backed

6” x 12”

$ 7.95

VLP-612-A

Velcro LOOP material - Adhesive backed

6” x 12”

$ 8.95

VELF- 518

Velcro HOOK material on 1/4” Foam back

5” x 18”

$21.95

VELF- 518-T

Velcro HOOK material on 1/8” Foam back

5” x 18”

$19.95

PSAF– 518

PSA Material Face on 1/4” Foam back

5” x 18”

$21.95

PSAF– 518-T

PSA Material Face on 1/8” Foam back

5” x 18”

$19.95

GOOP-100

GOOP household adhesive

Tube

$ 4.95

Velcro hook and loop sheets

Velcro & PSA face pre-glued to foam backing
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Disc Holders
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Velcro® Disc Holders

(Sanding mandrels)

Our premium Velcro® disc holders have a 1/4” steel shaft for mounting in a drill. They have genuine Velcro®
hook material on the face. We offer various densities which adds versatility to the line. Firm holders are made
of black neoprene and can be used for aggressive sanding and shaping tasks. Medium density holders are a
cream color and are typically used with lower grit discs (80 thru 180). Soft holders have a soft gray foam which
lends itself well to interior and exterior contours and provides a softer touch with grits 220 and above.
Our 3 1/2” and 5” disc holders can significantly reduce sanding time on larger turnings. The increased abrasive
surface sands faster at slower speeds and runs cooler adding to efficiency and long life.

Manufactured in the USA
Part #

Description

Price

SM-1M

1” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 6.50

SM-112M

1 1/2” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 7.95

SM-112S

1 1/2” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 7.95

SM-2F

2” Disc holder (Firm density)

$ 8.95

SM-2M

2” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 8.95

SM-2S

2” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 8.95

SM-3F

3” Disc holder (Firm density)

$ 9.95

SM-3M

3” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 9.95

receive a 7th one of

SM-3S

3” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 9.95

equal or smaller size

SM-35M

3 1/2” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 12.95

FREE

SM-35S

3 1/2” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 12.95

SM-5F

5” Disc holder (Firm density)

$ 15.95

SM-5M

5” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 15.95

SM-5S

5” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 15.95

SPECIAL
Buy 6 Holders and

Also available
PSA Disc Holders
(for adhesive backed discs)

SEE PAGE 11

Self-Centering Collet style Sanding Extensions
NO more run-out !

NO more wobble!

The unique collet design w/locking collar on our sanding extensions is self-centering and runs true. NO set screw
in the side to push the disc holder off center. The heavy-duty shaft is machined to fit any 3/8” drill. Using these
extensions will allow you to reach into restricted access areas. Offered in 3 1/2”
and 6” lengths. They will accept any of our Velcro and PSA disc holders sold
above. The 3 1/2” extension can be used with disc holders from 1” up to 3” in
diameter and the 6” should be used with holders up to only 2” to provide better
control of the sanding process.
We recommend that you use our Red disc holders (sold on page 16).

SIMPLY the BEST extensions available!
EXT-3500

3 1/2” length

$16.95

EXT-6000

6” length

$19.95

Interface Pads

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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Foam Interface Pads
®

Our premium Velcro interface pads have genuine Velcro® hook and loop material on the faces. We offer various
densities and thicknesses which adds versatility to the line and provide the user with a wide range of possible
applications. Firm and Medium pads can be used for protecting the high cost pads found on pneumatic and
electric power sanders. Soft interface pads are available in 2 thicknesses and have a soft gray foam which lends
itself well to interior and exterior contours and provides a softer touch with grits 220 and above. They work well on
power tools, random orbit sanders, disc holders, and hand-held holders. Our 5 inch pads are used to convert your
random orbit sander into a contour sander with any grit abrasive.

Part #

Description

Manufactured in the USA

Price

IP-2F

2” Firm Pad

(1/4” thick * black neoprene)

$3.50

IP-2M

2” Medium Pad

(1/2” thick * white vinyl)

$3.95

IP-2S

2” Soft Pad

(3/4” thick * gray foam)

$3.95

IP-2XS

2” Extra Soft Pad

(1” thick * gray foam)

$3.95

IP-3F

3” Firm Pad

(1/4” thick * black neoprene)

$4.95

IP-3M

3” Medium Pad

(1/2” thick * white vinyl)

$5.95

IP-3S

3” Soft Pad

(3/4” thick * gray foam)

$5.95

IP-3XS

3” Extra Soft Pad

(1” thick * gray foam)

$5.95

IP-35F

3 1/2” Firm Pad

(1/4” thick * black neoprene)

$5.95

IP-35M

3 1/2” Medium Pad

(1/4” thick * white vinyl)

$5.95

IP-312S

3 1/2” Soft Pad

(1/2” thick * gray foam)

$6.95

IP-35S

3 1/2” Extra Soft Pad

(1” thick * gray foam)

$6.95

IP-100
IP-200-2S

IP-100 has Velcro hook on one side of a
IP-5M

5” Medium Pad

(1/4” thick * white vinyl)

$8.95

IP-5S

5” Soft Pad

(3/4” thick * gray foam)

$9.95

IP-5XS

5” Extra Soft Pad

(1” thick * gray foam)

$9.95

Hand Sanding Devices
IP-100

Hand-held insulating disc holder

$9.95

IP-200-2S

Hand-held insulating & contouring disc holder

10.95

IP-105V

Half-round hand pad for use with a 5” disc - Velcro

4.25

IP-105P

Half-round hand pad for use with a 5” disc - PSA

4.25

Surbuf®

Buffing Pads

Can be used for many tasks - buffing, waxing, polishing, etc.
SUR-214

Surbuf 2 1/4” Buffing Pads - 2 Pack

$3.00

SUR-314

Surbuf 3 1/4” Buffing Pads - 2 Pack

$4.25

SUR-3x5

Surbuf 3” x 5” Buffing Pads - Single

$2.00

SUR-512

Surbuf 5 1/2” Buffing Pads - 2 Pack

$14.95

medium density foam body.

New!

IP-200-2S has Velcro hook on

both sides of an intermediate
density foam body. This unique design
allows the user to have abrasive discs of
varying grits on 2 sides, and even make use
of adding a 3” soft interface pad.
IP-105
Half-Round

Surbuf Buffing pads: Unlike cotton, wool,
or regular foam pads, Microfingers®
technology minimizes surface load-up and
allows every part of the surface to be buffed
and shined for a
swirl-free finish that
looks better than a
hand-rubbed finish.
Use for wax,
polishing
compounds, etc.
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Abrasive Sheets
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3M 900DZ Cubitron

TM

Ceramic Sheets

What’s so special about the Purple Ceramic ? Cubitron abrasive grain developed by 3M provides
revolutionary performance that has made this the flagship of the coated abrasives produce line. The grain is
designed to fracture and continually expose fresh cutting edges giving them a life that is at least 5 to 7 times
longer than standard abrasives. Many of the professional turners using these Ceramic sheets are reporting a
life span that far exceeds that. Tear resistant J weight cloth backing gives them flexibility, and loading and
clogging is minimized due to Xodust dust treatment technology throughout the grain. Performs well on all wood
species, and provides a very consistent and uniform finish. The extra long life of this abrasive makes it an especially good value.

9” x 11” Sheets

900D-911-120
900D-911-220

120 Grit
220 Grit

$4.75 ea
$4.75 ea

Each Pack contains 20 sheets

3XS-180-20

180 Grit

$9.95

3XS-080-20

80 Grit

$12.95

3XS-220-20

220 Grit

$9.95

3XS-120-20

120 Grit

$12.95

3XS-320-20

320 Grit

$9.95

3XS-150-20

150 Grit

$12.95

3XS-400-20

400 Grit

$9.95

Premium, P-graded aluminum
oxide abrasive grain bonded
to a B-weight, fiber reinforced,
latex saturated backing, which is very tear resistant for durability.
It offers a fast cut rate with extended life and a consistent finish.
Coated with a water-based, non pigmented stearate to provide
maximum load resistance, with no color transfer to the work.

New!

Each Pack contains 5 sheets
275-90600-5

600 Grit

$3.95

275-90800-5

800 Grit

$3.95

275-91000-5

1000 Grit

$3.95

3M Wetordry Polishing Papers 281Q & 481Q
These Wetordry polishing papers from 3M can be used wet or dry on anything you want to put a superior finish on.
481Q is a silicone carbide grain and is used on the 30 and 15 micron sheets. 281Q is an aluminum oxide grain
pulverized to be micron graded. Both have a very sharp grain and will produce a rapid finish. Coated on a fibrous
backing which is extremely flexible and disperses heat well, and they are color-coded for easy identification.
Performs well on wood (especially exotics), acrylics, metals such as copper, and on inlay. Use them by hand or
adapt them for use on a foam backer or with a drill and disc holder. Superb for pen makers or persons working
with inlay. Comes in 4” x 6” sheets.
Assortment package comes with 3 each of 6 different grits (400, 600, 1200, 3000, 6000, 8000)

Assortment pack WOD-281-481Q

$8.95

Easy-Sand steel wool sheets
The fibers in this material are only about 1/4” in length. It will not tangle when used
on the lathe like regular steel wool will do. Simply cut it into 3” squares and fold to
use on finials, pens,
9” x 11” Sheet - #0000
(Fine)
$ 2.50
etc. Can be used for EZS-4
larger surfaces as
EZS-6
9” x 11” Sheet - #000000 (Super-fine)
$ 2.50
well.

Abrasive Discs

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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Speed-Grip Discs
(Velcro-backed)

Superb performance, flexibility and long life make these a disc
you won’t want to be without. Compare them to any standard
disc you currently have and see for yourself their performance
and value. For use with any Velcro disc holder.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Premium heat-treated aluminum oxide
abrasive grain

30% - 50% faster cut rate w/extended life,
consistent finish

Unique fiber-reinforced, B-weight latex
saturated paper backing

50-60% improvement in tear strength
*More flexible *Can be used wet

Water-based stearate, non pigmented latex
No-Fil coating

Provides maximum load resistance and
extended life; no color transfer to work.

Value

Flexibility

*

Performance

2”

*

3”

*

Durability

3 1/2”

5”

10 Pack

50 Pack

10 Pack

50 Pack

10 Pack

50 Pack

10 Pack

50 Pack

GRIT

$ 2.75

$ 11.95

$ 3.75

$ 14.95

$ 4.25

$ 16.95

$ 4.75

$ 17.95

80

275-2080-10

275-2080-50

275-3080-10

275-3080-50

275-35080-10

275-35080-50

275-5080-10

275-5080-50

100

275-2100-10

275-2100-50

275-3100-10

275-3100-50

275-35100-10

275-35100-50

275-5100-10

275-5100-50

120

275-2120-10

275-2120-50

275-3120-10

275-3120-50

275-35120-10

275-35120-50

275-5120-10

275-5120-50

150

275-2150-10

275-2150-50

275-3150-10

275-3150-50

275-35150-10

275-35150-50

275-5150-10

275-5150-50

180

275-2180-10

275-2180-50

275-3180-10

275-3180-50

275-35180-10

275-35180-50

275-5180-10

275-5180-50

220

275-2220-10

275-2220-50

275-3220-10

275-3220-50

275-35220-10

275-35220-50

275-5220-10

275-5220-50

320

275-2320-10

275-2320-50

275-3320-10

275-3320-50

275-35320-10

275-35320-50

275-5320-10

275-5320-50

400

275-2400-10

275-2400-50

275-3400-10

275-3400-50

275-35400-10

275-35400-50

275-5400-10

275-5400-50

600

275-2600-10

275-2600-50

275-3600-10

275-3600-50

275-35600-10

275-35600-50

275-5600-10

275-5600-50

800

275-2800-10

275-2800-50

275-3800-10

275-3800-50

275-35800-10

275-35800-50

275-5800-10

275-5800-50

1000

275-21000-10

275-21000-50

275-31000-10

275-31000-50 275-351000-10 275-351000-50

275-51000-10

275-51000-50

1200

275-21200-10

275-21200-50

275-31200-10

275-31200-50 275-351200-10 275-351200-50

275-51200-10

275-51200-50

1500

275-21500-10

275-21500-50

275-31500-10

275-31500-50 275-351500-10 275-351500-50

275-51500-10

275-51500-50

1”

Speed-Grip Discs
Same superb discs but in a smaller size for tight
access areas. Great for sanding the foot or
bottoms of any bowl or vessel. We offer the disc
holders for these small sizes on page 6.

1 1/2”

GRIT

10 Pack $1.95

25 Pack $3.75

10 Pack $2.25

25 Pack $4.50

80

275-100-080-10

275-100-080-25

275-112-080-10

275-112-080-25

100

275-100-100-10

275-100-100-25

275-112-100-10

275-112-100-25

Finer grits available on request.

120

275-100-120-10

275-100-120-25

275-112-120-10

275-112-120-25

TIP:

150

275-100-150-10

275-100-150-25

275-112-150-10

275-112-150-25

180

275-100-180-10

275-100-180-25

275-112-180-10

275-112-180-25

220

275-100-220-10

275-100-220-25

275-112-220-10

275-112-220-25

Belt cleaning stick for
maintaining your discs.
1 3/8” sq. x 6” long

320

275-100-320-10

275-100-320-25

275-112-320-10

275-112-320-25

400

275-100-400-10

275-100-400-25

275-112-400-10

275-112-400-25

NOR-BC1

600

275-100-600-10

275-100-600-25

275-112-600-10

275-112-600-25

Keeping your discs
clean using a cleaning
stick or compressed
air will help your discs
last longer and leave a
better finished surface.

$5.95
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These radial bristle discs are designed for wood or metal
applications and will allow you to sand in places that have
been unreachable up to now. Excellent for de-burring,
de-fuzzing and sanding of irregular surfaces. 80 and 120
grits can be used for shaping, 220 for fine sanding, and 400
will finish up and bring a sheen to the wood surface.

Our Price

Grit

Color

List $
6-Pack

RB-916-120
9/16" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-916-220
9/16" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-916-400
9/16" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
* Requires M-5 or M-7 mandrel

120
220
400

White
Red
Blue

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50

$6.75
$6.75
$6.75

~
~
~

$12.95
$12.95
$12.95

RB-034-80
3/4" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-034-120
3/4" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-034-220
3/4" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-034-400
3/4" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
* Requires M-5 or M-7 mandrel

80
120
220
400

Yellow
White
Red
Blue

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50

$6.75
$6.75
$6.75
$6.75

~
~
~
~

$12.95
$12.95
$12.95
$12.95

RB-100-036
1" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-100-050
1" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-100-080
1" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-100-120
1" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
* Requires M-10 or M-12 mandrel

36
50
80
120

Brown
Green
Yellow
White

$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$8.95

$7.95
$7.95
$7.95
$7.95

~
~
~
~

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95

RB-200-080
2" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-200-120
2" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-200-220
2" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-200-400
2" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
* Requires M-23 mandrel

80
120
220
400

Yellow
White
Red
Blue

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95

$12.95
$12.95
$12.95
$12.95

~
~
~
~

$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95

RB-300-080
3" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-300-120
3" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-300-220
3" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
RB-300-400
3" 3M Radial Bristle Disc
* Requires M-23 mandrel

80
120
220
400

Yellow
White
Red
Blue

$17.95
$17.95
$17.95
$17.95

$15.95
$15.95
$15.95
$15.95

~
~
~
~

$30.95
$30.95
$30.95
$30.95

Part #

Mandrels

Description

6-Pack

12-Pack

Using one for each grit and size will save a lot of time and reduce clutter.
Each

M-5
M-7

3/32" Shaft - 1/16" Arbor
1/8" Shaft - 1/16" Arbor

$1.25
$1.50

M-10
M-12

3/32" Shaft - 1/8" Arbor
1/8" Shaft - 1/8" Arbor

$1.50
$1.50

M-23

1/4" Shaft

$1.75

- 3/8" Arbor

“3M Radial Bristle discs are excellent for
cleaning up the “fuzzies” left when piercing.
They save a lot of time and effort.”

Binh Pho

Ceramic Discs

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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3M 900DZ CubitronTM Ceramic Discs
Rapid cut rate - Extra long life
What’s so special about the Purple Ceramic discs? Cubitron abrasive
grain developed by 3M provides revolutionary performance that has made
this the flagship of the coated abrasives produce line. The grain is designed
to fracture and continually expose fresh cutting edges giving them a life that is at least 5 to 7 times longer than
standard abrasives. Many of the professional turners using these Ceramic discs are reporting a life span that far
exceeds that. Tear resistant J-weight cloth backing gives them flexibility, and loading and clogging is minimized
due to Xodust dust treatment technology throughout the grain. Performs well on all wood species, and provides a
very consistent and uniform finish. The extra long life of this abrasive makes it an especially good value. These
discs come with a PSA (pressure sensitive adhesive) peel and stick backing. We offer conversion discs so they can
be used on standard Velcro disc holders, and also a line of PSA disc holders if preferred.

“These new ceramic discs are the best I have ever used.”

“Best innovation in woodturning
since the Center-Saver. The benefits
outweigh the costs.” Mike Mahoney

Michael Hosaluk

Purple Ceramic PSA discs
2”

Size

3”

3 1/2”

5”

Ceramic Starter Packs

10
Pack

50
Pack

10
Pack

50
Pack

10
Pack

50
Pack

10
Pack

50
Pack

$5.95

$25.95

$6.95

$30.95

$7.95

$34.95

$8.95

$39.95

GRIT

900D-2-SP

2” Starter Pack

$18.95

900D-3-SP

3” Starter Pack

$21.95

900D-5180

900D-312-SP

3 1/2” Starter Pack $24.95

900D-5220

900D-5-SP

5” Starter Pack

80

900D-2080

900D-3080

900D-312-080

900D-5080

120

900D-2120

900D-3120

900D-312-120

900D-5120

180

900D-2180

900D-3180

900D-312-180

220

900D-2220

900D-3220

900D-312-220

“Simply the best sandpaper available today”

Each kit contains 4 each of 80, 120, 180, & 220
grit PSA Ceramic discs, 4 conversion discs,
and instructions for use.

PSA Disc Holders (for adhesive backed discs)

Dave Lancaster

Requires a separate holder for each grit used.
Part #

TIP: Replacing a PSA disc: After
removing the abrasive disc from the
conversion disc or PSA holder, use
mineral spirits to clean it before attaching a new ceramic disc. Be sure to
allow time for the spirits to completely
dry. This will insure good adhesion.

Velcro to PSA conversion discs ►

$27.95

Description

Price

PSM-1M

1” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 6.50

PSM-2M

2” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 8.95

PSM-2S

2” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 8.95

PSM-3M

3” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 9.95

PSM-3S

3” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 9.95

PSM-5M

5” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 15.95

PSM-5S

5” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 15.95

Our conversion discs allow you to use these PSA ceramics on any standard hook and loop disc holder. It requires a separate disc for
each grit used so that the adhesive joint is left intact until it is time to change the abrasive. They provide you the flexibility to choose
between using your ceramic discs aggressively or with a lighter touch for tight contours. Our FLAT discs are about 1/16” thick and are
used directly on your disc holder. For a softer touch, use our SOFT conversion discs which are made from 3/4” soft foam. For additional
ways to vary the firmness,
Size
Single disc - FLAT 4 Pack discs - FLAT
Single disc - SOFT
use the flat conversion disc
2” Conversion Disc
V2PSA-2
$1.75 V2PSA-2-4
$6.25 V2PSA-2S
$3.25
in combination with any of
our extensive line of foam
3” Conversion Disc
V2PSA-3
$2.25 V2PSA-3-4
$7.95 V2PSA-3S
$3.50
interface pads (page 7).
3 1/2” Conversion Disc V2PSA-312
$2.75 V2PSA-312-4
$9.95 V2PSA-35S
$3.75

5” Conversion Disc

V2PSA-5

$3.25

V2PSA-5-4

$11.95

V2PSA-5S

$4.95
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3M Super Abrasives - Diamond Discs
Flexible Diamond Discs - COARSE
Designed for fast finishing on stone inlay, glass, ceramics, non-ferrous metal, etc.
These HookitTM (loop backed) discs have micron graded diamond, metal-bonded into the nickel “islands” on the
disc surface. The islands are resin-bonded to a strong flexible backing in an open dot pattern. They have a very
aggressive cut, but produce a consistent scratch pattern. They will cut better and last longer if used with a little
water or at least dampen them during use. Non-loading, simply wash or blow them out to clean. These are 250
Micron (approximate equivalent - 70 grit). Use the Diamond Microfinishing Film sold below after leveling to further
refine the surface.
2” 250µ (micron) (70 grit) $ 17.95 ea
A 500D-2070-1

A

B

B 500D-3070-1

3” 250µ (micron)

(70 grit) $ 37.95 ea

Diamond Microfinishing Film
Designed for fast finishing on stone inlay, glass,
ceramics, non-ferrous metal, etc.
C

These HookitTM (loop backed) backed discs have micron graded
diamond mineral electro-static coated and resin bonded to a 5 mil
polyester film backing.

D

These discs are the best choice to
provide the finer finish needed
after leveling using the 500D
above as they will leave a very
consistent scratch pattern. They
will far out perform aluminum
oxide discs for this task as those
can leave inconsistent scratches
and wear out quickly. Can be
used wet or dry; wash to clean.

Part #

C

D

Size, Micron Grade & Grit equivalent

Pack

Price

675L-2120-3

2” 125µ (micron) (Orange)

120 grit

3 pack

$5.95

675L-2220-3

2” 74µ (micron) (teal)

220 grit

3 pack

$5.95

675L-2320-3

2” 45µ (micron) (beige)

320 grit

3 pack

$5.95

675L-3120-2

3” 125µ (micron) (Orange)

120 grit

2 pack

$6.95

675L-3220-2

3” 74µ (micron) (teal)

220 grit

2 pack

$6.95

675L-3320-2

3” 45µ (micron) (beige)

320 grit

2 pack

$6.95

WHAT IS MICRON GRADING ?
This grading system is more precise than the grit grading process. The abrasive grain size is
more stringently controlled and used in making products that can leave a superior finish with a
more consistent scratch pattern than grit graded abrasives.
MICRON grading is used in our 3M Diamond discs above, and 3M 268L Microfininshing discs
on the following page, and in our Wetordry Polishing Paper on page 8.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF FILM BACKING ?
3M Film backed discs are made using a high-strength polyester film backing ranging from 2 to
3 mil in thickness. This is the FLATTEST material that an abrasive can be bonded to. As such,
it does not allow the abrasive to “sink” into it as a paper back will allow. The result is a very
durable, flexible, and longer lasting abrasive. FILM backing is used on the 3M Diamond discs
shown above, and on 255L, 260L, and 268L abrasives on the following page.

Film-Backed Discs

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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3M 268L Micro Finishing Discs
2”

Size

3”

5”

Micron

GRIT

Grade

Equivalent

10 Pack 50 Pack 10 Pack 50 Pack 10 Pack 50 Pack

These 268L Micro Finishing discs are

60µ

220

268L-20220

268L-30220

268L-50220

MICRON GRADED aluminum oxide

30µ

400

268L-20400

268L-30400

268L-50400

2”

3”

5”

$2.50

$10.95

$3.95

$17.95

$7.95

$36.95

grain; resin bonded to a high strength
15µ
600
268L-20600
268L-30600
268L-50600
polyester 3 mil Film backing (see page
12) for excellent flexibility and durability.
9µ
1200
268L-21200
268L-31200
*
They are color coded for easy selection
of grit. Can be used wet or dry and can be cleaned easily with a damp sponge. An EXCELLENT choice for use on
exotic woods. Pen makers can use them on wood, plastic, or even metal barrels with superior results.

3M 255L Gold Film Discs

Size
GRIT

10 Pack 50 Pack

These high grade discs
$6.50
$29.95
from 3M are a premium
120
*
aluminum oxide
mineral, resin bonded
180
*
to a 2 mil film backing
220
255L-5220
(see page 12) for
excellent flexibility and
320
255L-5320
durability. They have a
400
255L-5400
load resistant stearate coating. HookitTM attachment
backing works with all standard disc holders. They have an aggressive cut for rapid leveling and provide a very
uniform, and consistent finish.

ed

inu
t
n
o
sc

Di

“255L discs have replaced all other abrasives I used in the past because
it out performs them in speed and quality of finish.” Steve Sinner

3M 260L HookitTM Finishing Film Discs
2”

Size
GRIT

3”

5”

10 Pack 50 Pack 10 Pack 50 Pack 10 Pack 50 Pack
$5.25

600

$24.95

260L-20600

$6.95

$32.95

260L-30600

$7.95

$37.95

260L-50600

These 260L Finishing Film discs are made for
800
260L-20800
260L-30800
260L-50800
finishing your finishes (lacquer, varnish, etc). Film
backed for durability and flexibility and coated with
1000
260L-21000
260L-31000
260L-51000
a high performance aluminum oxide grain. Can be
1200
260L-21200
260L-31200
260L-51200
used wet or dry. They are stearated to be non1500
260L-21500
260L-31500
260L-51500
loading and can be cleaned easily with a damp
sponge. Use for leveling between coats and removing orange peel. They will bring a high sheen when used
through 1500. Can be used on wood or metal to
“I find 3M 260L discs ideal for leveling my lacquer
produce a consistently fine finish.

finishes.”

Binh Pho
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SIASOFT Abrasive roll
High grade aluminum oxide abrasive electro-static coated
on a flexible cloth backing, bonded to soft foam padding.
Just right for hand sanding projects, carvings, spindle
turning, and excellent for Wet Sanding. Very good wear life
with a fast cut rate.

Size

Grit

1 Yard Roll

$6.95

10 Yard Roll $57.95

New!

80

100

120

150

180

220

SIA-S080-1

SIA-S100-1

SIA-S120-1

SIA-S150-1

SIA-S180-1

SIA-A220-1

SIA-S080-10

SIA-S100-10

SIA-S120-10

SIA-S150-10

SIA-S180-10

SIA-A220-10

2” Discs
GRIT

10 Pack

$ 6.95

3” Discs
10 Pack

This unique patented sanding
80
AN-2080-10
material is an open mesh that
120
AN-2120-10
contains thousands of small
180
AN-2180-10
holes. It is an aluminum
oxide grain resin bonded to a
240
AN-2240-10
polyamide fabric which is
320
AN-2320-10
durable and long lasting.
400
AN-2400-10
It will clean easily by blowing
it out with air, tapping it on a hard surface or by washing. It
2” Starter Pack
AN-2000-SP
produces a very uniform sanding pattern and a perfectly
smooth surface. Can be used for sanding WET or GREEN
2” Protector pads (2 pk) ANP-200-2
wood, as well as dry wood and simply will not clog like other
3” Starter Pack
AN-3000-SP
abrasives. We recommend the use of our Protector Pads with
3” Protector pads (2 pk) ANP-300-2
this abrasive to prevent damage to the hook material on your
disc holder, and

$ 8.95

AN3080-10
AN3120-10
AN3180-10
AN3220-10
AN3320-10
AN3400-10
$23.95
$ 4.50
$28.95
$ 5.95

provides a much better grip on the abrasive.

2” & 3” Starter packs contain 5 discs each of 80, 120, 180, 240, 320, & 400 plus 1 protector pad.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 3” X 4” SHEETS FOR HAND SANDING
When sanding by hand, these squares can be more convenient than discs.
Holding them however is sometimes awkward, so we made the pads below just
for this purpose. The medium pad is for use with the lower grits for initial
sanding. It has a Velcro face and should be used with the 3 x 4 protector pad to
increase the life of the pad. When a lighter touch is desired, the soft pad
attaches to the medium also using the protector pad. This is ideal for the
finishing grits and very contoured applications.

3 x 4 Sheets

They are very comfortable in the hand and make
hand sanding a breeze.

GRIT

3” x 4” Starter Pack contains 5 each of 80, 120, 180, 240, & 320 grits.
3” x 4” Starter Pack

10 Pack

$ 9.95

80

AN-3X4-080-10

ANP-3X4-SP

$24.95

120

AN-3X4-120-10

3” x 4” hand pad (medium)

ANH-3412-M

$5.95

180

AN-3X4-180-10

3” x 4” hand pad (soft)

ANH-3412-S

$5.95

240

AN-3X4-240-10

ANP-3X4-2

$6.50

320

AN-3X4-320-10

3” x 4” Protector pads (2 pk)

Abrasives

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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Abralon®
Mirka Abralon discs are a silicone carbide abrasive bonded to an extremely
flexible knitted fabric on soft foam with a loop (Velcro) backing. Excellent
for dry or wet
Size
2”
3”
6”
sanding of wood
GRIT
5 Pack $6.25 5 Pack $10.95 4 Pack $15.95
surfaces, plastics,
acrylics, exotic
180
ABR-20180-5
ABR-30180-5
ABR-60180-4
woods. It performs
360
ABR-20360-5
ABR-30360-5
ABR-60360-4
extremely well on lacquer and urethane finishes. They will
500
ABR-20500-5
ABR-30500-5
ABR-60500-4
conform to any surface contour and give a light touch on
small and rounded edges. Typically outlast standard
1000
ABR-21000-5
ABR-31000-5
ABR-61000-4
abrasives and can be cleaned with compressed air or by
2000
ABR-22000-5
ABR-32000-5
ABR-62000-4
washing. Grits available from 180 to 4000. The 6” discs are
4000
ABR-24000-5
ABR-34000-5
ABR-64000-4
ideal on finishes when used on a 5” random orbit sander
with one of our soft interface pads.
2” Assortment pack contains 2 each of 180,360,500,1000,2000,& 4000 grits

2” Assortment Pack ABR-200-AST $15.95

3” Assortment pack contains 1 each of 180,360,500,1000,2000,& 4000 grits

3” Assortment Pack ABR-300-AST $12.95

6” Assortment pack contains 1 each of 360, 500, 1000, 2000, & 4000 grits.

6” Assortment Pack ABR-600-AST $19.95

Abrasive Contour Sponges
NORTON 3X Contour Sponges are a thin, flexible, single-sided abrasive for
sanding small diameters and contours such as spindles, irregular surfaces,
etc. Can be used wet or dry and cleaned by simply rinsing with water. 3X
aluminum oxide abrasive is durable, long lasting with a fast cut rate. Pads
measure 4 1/2” x 5 1/2” x 3/16” thick.

3M SandBlaster

TM

60 Grit

3XC-060-1

$1.75

100 Grit

3XC-100-1

$1.75

150 Grit

3XC-150-1

$1.75

220 Grit

3XC-220-1

$1.75

320 Grit

3XC-320-1

$1.75

Flexible Sanding Pads

These flexible pads last up to 7 times longer than
conventional abrasives of comparable grits. The
patented 3M CubitronTM mineral levels surfaces
quickly and consistently. Flexible enough to
conform to contoured surfaces and the backing
resists heat transfer making it comfortable to
handle. Washable and clog resistant. The
response we’ve
2 1/2” x 5 1/2”
had from many
woodturners has
GRIT
3 Pack $5.95
been positive.
80
SB-2X5-080
You will find
many uses for
120
SB-2X5-120
these beyond the
180
SB-2X5-180
shop. Use them
around the house
220
SB-2X5-220
for repairs and
320
SB-2X5-320
touchups, etc.
400
SB-2X5-400

3 1/2” x 9”
2 Pack $7.95
SB-3X9-080
SB-3X9-120
SB-3X9-180
SB-3X9-220
SB-3X9-320
SB-3X9-400

“Doing business with Bruce is easy.
The excellent service is fast and
friendly.”
Dave Lancaster (ME)
“The Sanding Glove has unbeatable
service; personalized and knowledgeable.
It’s great to talk to a real person who
knows first-hand about the products he
sells and how to use them.”

Cindy Drozda (CO)
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The Sanding Solution

TM

“Ultimate performance & versatility
in a self-powered sander”
“The Woodturners Friend”®

A

Made in USA

The concept of self-powered (or passive) sanding is not new. However the features we incorporated into the design of
The Sanding Solution provide the user with ultimate performance and versatility not found in any other sander. One
of the more significant advantages of this sander is that it will remove the radial scratches power sanding leaves behind. It can be used in a variety of configurations to accomplish the different tasks at hand.

By attaching the optional 16” extension you can easily sand the interior of tall vases and hollow vessels!
“This is the best tool I have ever used that is
really effective for sanding vessel interiors.
Nothing else works as well.”

Top Quality Construction Features include:
*TWO high-speed sealed ball bearings!
*Knurled aluminum handles

*Quick-Change head

*Fully articulated positioning joint

Cindy Drozda

A

TSS-1000

The Sanding Solution

$159.95

B

TSS-1600

Optional 16” extension (for vases and hollow vessels)

$ 25.00

C

TSS-3000

(3) Disc holder pack for The Sanding Solution

$ 28.00

D

TSS-414A

1/4” Small turning tools adapter

$ 18.00

E

TSS-438A

3/8” Small turning tools adapter

$ 20.00

F

THS-300

3 Piece small turning tools handle set

$ 59.95

G

TSS-2000

Complete 2 piece handle set w/coupling bar

$ 79.95

H

TSS-2500

2” adapter - 5/8” to 5/16”

$

I

TSS-1050

Sanding head w/articulated joint, & 2” disc holder

$ 89.95

7.95

F

B
G

RED Disc Holders
H

Part #

E

D

C

The Basic

Sanding Solution)

Description

Price

1” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 6.50

1 1/2” Disc holder (Med. density)

$ 7.95

DH-112S-R

1 1/2” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 7.95

DH-2M-R

2” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 8.95

DH-2S-R

2” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 8.95

DH-3M-R

3” Disc holder (Medium density)

$ 9.95

DH-3S-R

3” Disc holder (Soft density)

$ 9.95

DH -1M-R

► DH-112M-R
I

(for The

The Basic SolutionTM is the little brother to The Sanding SolutionTM . We designed this unit for those who turn only small bowls, vessels , and have
no need to sand deep interior surfaces. It has the same dual-bearing,
quick-change head as it’s older sibling,
TBS-500
$ 79.95
SolutionTM with the same great performance.

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
Angle-Head Drill
This angle-head drill (often called a close quarter
drill) is very popular among woodturners for
power sanding. It’s ergonomic design makes it
more comfortable than a standard drill when
sanding. The unit has a 3/8” chuck and a reversible, variable speed range of 0-1400 rpm. Used
with our Velcro disc holders (on page 6) it can
make your sanding tasks much easier and faster.

Standard keyed chuck (pictured) 38D-01400

$ 59.00

NEW Model !

Power Tools
Metabo Random Orbit Sander

This light and handy machine
is very suitable for inside and
outside curved surfaces. It’s
ergonomic design makes one
handed operation easy. The
random orbit action (1/8”)
leaves a very smooth and consistent finish. The head is
3 1/8” in diameter. Our interface pads (shown below) allow
you to use all of your 3” discs to sand inside and outside
contours easily. Variable electronic speed control will
adapt to any desired task. Manufactured in Germany.

SXE-400

w/Jacobs Keyless chuck
38D-01400-K $ 79.00

Maintains constant speed on angle head
model drills while REDUCING FATIGUE!
$5.95
$1.49

1050 Random Orbit Sander
The unique 1050 angled head design of this pneumatic sander makes for easy access to the inside of bowls or platters. Comes with a 2” hook
and loop pad with an optional 3” available, which
use any standard hook and loop sanding discs.
Ergonomic housing with a comfortable padded
grip. Lightweight and compact design helps prevent fatigue. One piece housing,
precision milled steel gears, and a ball bearing motor provide smooth operation.
Use our Interface Pads (shown at right) to sand inside and outside contours
easily. Requires approximately 12 to 14 CFM @ 90 PSI.

GX-RO-200 $ 99.95

$ 137.95
Interface Pads

Speed-Set trigger control

SS-100 Speed-Set
SS-105 Service Pack
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NEW ** GREX Extension
set - 3” and 5” in length,.

GX-EXTS

$12.95

Firm and Medium pads can be used for
protecting the high cost pads found on
pneumatic and electric power sanders. Soft
interface pads are available in 2 thicknesses
and have a soft gray foam which lends itself
well to interior and exterior contours and
provides a softer touch with grits 220 and
above. They work well on power tools,
random orbit sanders, disc holders, and
hand-held holders.

IP-2F

2” x 1/4” Firm density pad

$ 3.50

IP-2M

2” x 1/2” Medium density pad

$ 3.95

IP-2S

2” x 3/4” Soft density pad

$ 3.95

IP-2XS

2” x 1” Extra Soft pad

$ 3.95

IP-3F

3” x 1/4” Firm density pad

$ 4.95

IP-3M

3” x 1/2” Medium density pad

$ 5.95

IP-3S

3” x 3/4” Soft density pad

$ 5.95

IP-3XS

3” x 1” Extra Soft pad

$ 5.95

IP-5M

5” x 1/4” Medium density pad

$ 8.95

GX-1VDH

1” Replacement pad

$ 8.95

GX-2VDH

2” Replacement pad

$ 12.95

IP-5S

5” x 3/4” Soft density pad

$ 9.95

GX-3VDH

3” Replacement pad

$ 15.95

IP-5XS

5” x 1” Extra Soft pad

$ 9.95

TIP: Pneumatic power sanders are lighter than their electric counterparts making them easier to maneuver and less likely to
generate fatigue. Always use a water filter on your supply line and remember to insert a few drops of air motor oil during each
day of use to increase tool performance and longevity.

Air-Vantage Pneumatic Random Orbit Sanders
These random orbit sanders will save you a lot of time in the finishing process and
leave a great finish. Typical orbital sanders come with a 3/16” orbit - we carry this
model with a 3/32” orbit. Essentially, it’s like comparing a “coarse” or aggressive orbit
with a “finer” one. The smaller orbit offers less vibration which is ideal for turners
sanding delicate vessels, and they leave a finer finish than their counterparts. Use with
our Interface Pads (shown above) to easily conform to inside and outside contours.
Requires approximately 12 to 14 CFM @ 90 PSI.
We offer a 3” model and a 5” model.
See also our selection of pneumatic hoses and fittings on the next page.

AV-3-RO332

AV-5-RO332

$159.00

$159.00
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Extend-A-Sand®
Developed by Virginia woodturner Bruce Hoover, the
Extend-A-Sand provides a safe and comfortable method
A
for sanding deep within closed forms and large bowls
where you cannot reach easily with only a drill. The
“The Woodturners Friend”®
support allows the user to sand well beyond the normal
reach of the drill and maintain firm stable control while
doing so. The angle head model is designed for use with
drills such as Sioux or Milwaukee low speed models and
U
with our drill sold on a previous page (requires adapter
shown below). This style of drill offers a
16” Angle-Head model (A)
EAS-16-A
$144.95
SALE $129.95
comfort advantage over standard drills.
EAS-26-A
$159.95
SALE $143.95
The 3/8” Jacobs keyless chuck allows you 26” Angle-Head model (A)
to use any size Velcro disc holder, flap
16” Universal model
(U)
EAS-16-U
$159.95
SALE $143.95
sander, mop sander, or other sanding
26” Universal model
(U)
EAS-26-U
$174.95
SALE $156.95
attachment. Our universal model is
designed to work on any drill that has a 3/8” chuck.
This adapter is will allow you to use our angle-head model
Available in 16” and 26” lengths.
on our 38D-01400 drill. Not required when using the
Extend-A-Sand with a Sioux or Milwaukee drill.

MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

Sanding Details is now a much easier task.
The Pfingst Micro Sander
The micro sander is for light duty detail sanding in areas that contain fine details and
difficult to reach spots. The unit measures 1” in diameter and 3” long. The nylon sanding
heads come in three sizes (3/8”, 1/4”, & 3/16” dia.). Each is about 3/4” long and is easily
changed when needed.

MS200LX

$185.00
Includes the micro sander, transformer, 3 nylon heads, 90 pre-cut
sanding discs, and a heavy-duty combination speed control (rheostat).

MS100L

$ 90.00
Includes the micro sander, transformer, 3
nylon heads, 90 pre-cut sanding discs.

Extra Nylon heads are $3.00 each.

The combination rheostat shown at right can be
used as a standard foot pedal, or place it on your
workbench, lift up the pedal and use the dial
underneath to preset the desired speed. This will
eliminate fatigue in the legs.

Wolverine Sharpening Jig REPLACEMENT KNOB Kit
Anyone who owns an earlier model of the Wolverine sharpening jig with a plastic knob
will surely appreciate this kit. Our replacement knob is solid, made from molded resin ,
with a threaded brass insert to add strength and
durability. The knob has four lobes for easy grip
even for those with arthritis. Kit includes 1
replacement knob with shaft and locknut plus a
new leaf spring, and instructions.
WOLV-100

$16.95
WOLV-100

Photo for reference only.
Grinding Jig and gouge
NOT included.

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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Nycoil Pneumatic Hoses and Fittings
A
C

D

B

E

Super-Braid

A
Super-Coil

B

Supercoil® & Superbraid® Self-Storing Air Hoses are ideal for applications where

kink and abrasion resistance are important considerations. Polyurethane’s extreme flexibility and light weight combine to
minimize user fatigue while its toughness and long lasting durability allow it to withstand rough handling. The state-of-theart spring like strain relief fitting system further enhances both the performance and appearance of this high quality hose
assembly. A must have addition to any shop with compressed air and pneumatic tools or blow guns. They are SUPER
flexible - 100% kink proof with rugged brass swivel fittings, and 8” and 16” tails make connection to air supply and tools
®
®
easier and eliminates tangling. On Supercoil hoses the coil is approximately 2 3/4” diameter. Superbraid hoses are
made with Dacron Polyester
Part #
Description
Price
Braiding for additional
10’ Supercoil self-storing air hose (colors vary)
$ 22.95
A
NY-SCH-10X
reinforcement. The coil is
15’ Supercoil self-storing air hose (Yellow)
$ 26.50
approximately 1 3/4” diameter.
A
NY-SCH-15Y

TIP:
Install a water filter in your
compressed air line to avoid
damage to air tools, and keep
water spatter off turnings, etc.
It is also a good idea to install
water drains at any low spots
in your supply lines.

10’ Superbraid self-storing air hose (Translucent blue) $ 24.95

B

NY-SBH-10BL

B

NY-SBH-15Y

15’ Superbraid self-storing air hose (Yellow)

$ 29.95

C

NY-FIT-14PM

1/4” pipe thread steel hose fitting - Male

$ 1.25

D

NY-FIT-14PF

1/4” pipe thread steel hose fitting - Female

$ 1.25

E

NY-CPL-14P

1/4” pipe thread brass coupler - Male

$ 4.85

F

NK-ANZ-4

4” Air nozzle w/rubber tip

$ 9.95

G

NK-ANZ-13

13” Air nozzle w/rubber tip

$ 12.95

G
F

Every woodturner needs a blow-gun or two around the shop.
Handy for forcing chips and shavings out of a hollow form,
cleaning your sanding discs and electric motors easily. We offer
two models, a 4” nozzle and a 13” nozzle and each comes with a
protective rubber tip for use in delicate areas.

Diamond Hones

can help you easily maintain a
fine edge on your turning tools without constantly
returning to the grinder. The credit card style hones are
easy to hold and have a large surface area for long life.
Our half-round hone is excellent for gouge flutes, beading
tools, hook tools, etc.. Some of our customers turn a
small wood handle making it easier to hold.
DMT has been the leader in diamond sharpening
technology for over 30 years.
5” Hone shown above

!
New

3” Short Hone available

Half-Round Hone (5”) - FINE

DIA-HR-FN-5

$9.95

Half-Round Hone (3”) - FINE

DIA-HR-FN-3

$5.95

Credit Card Hone - COARSE

DIA-CC-CS

$11.95

Credit Card Hone - FINE

DIA-CC-FN

$11.95

Credit Card Hone - EXTRA FINE

DIA-CC-XF

$11.95
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TITAN Scroll Chuck
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from

NOTE: Jaws are not included in the chuck price.
$ 239.95
Please specify spindle size when ordering. 1” x 8tpi • 1 1/4” x 8tpi •M33 x 3.5mm

$ 99.95

$ 49.95
$ 79.95
$ 26.95

$ 49.95

$ 49.95

$ 59.95

$ 20.95
$ 25.95
$ 28.95

$ 19.95

Drives Centers

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328
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New!

This Marlin Drive System is a smart choice. It requires only
one arbor because all the drive heads are interchangeable.

MD002 Drive Arbor - with #2 morse taper.

$ 26.95

Accepts all drive centers, cones, faceplate, and screw chuck,
shown on
this page.

MD001 Drive Arbor - with #1 morse taper
Drawbar kit for the MD002 arbor
MD412 1/2” 4 prong drive

$ 23.95

MD406 1/4” 4 prong drive

MD409 3/8” 4 prong drive

$ 23.95

$ 23.95

$25.95

$14.95

MD222 7/8” 2 prong drive

MD425 1” 4 prong drive

$ 23.95

MD4628 1 1/8” 6 prong drive

$ 29.95

$ 23.95

Extended Marlin Shank: For hand turning requiring rear access
or deep vessels support, etc. Complete with standard 5mm Center
Pin, PLUS a security drawbar kit.

MD015 Polishing Mop
Head Mount (5/8”)

$ 24.95

MD115 Small Screw
Chuck

$ 24.95

MD092
$ 42.95

$ 24.95

$ 24.95

MD800 - MINIATURE COLLET SET
Shown mounted
on MD002 Arbor
(sold above)

A very effective solution for holding small work ranging from 0 to
1/4” in diameter. Not to be confused with most small collets, this
achieves a high level of accuracy thanks to matching alignment
registers in the Body and Brass cap. Comes with Body, Brass
cap, and 8 piece collet set.
(Requires MD002 Arbor sold separately above) $ 37.95
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Live Centers
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!
New

$ 79.95
$ 79.95

$ 49.95
$ 49.95

$ 119.95

$ 69.95
$ 69.95
$ 71.95

$ 18.95
$ 12.95

$ 13.95

For holding work ranging from 1/4” to 5/8”. Solid brass cap and
steel body feature matching axial registers to provide high accuracy.
Collets are fully machined from solid Acetyl Copolymer for precise
concentricity. Will hold both round and square stock.

“An excellent design - very versatile.” Eli Avisera

Collet System for 1” x 8 tpi

FCS-1X8

$159.95

Collet System for 1 1/4” x 8 tpi

FCS-114

$159.95

Collet System for M33 x 3.5

FCS-M33

$159.95

Woodworkers Palette

To Order Phone (800) 995-9328

Woodworker’s Palette
A - Turquoise
B - Sunrise Yellow
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Fill voids & create designs in any wood project
New! This innovative new product is an easy to use filler made of

F - Tahitian Red

dyed sawdust. It sands more easily than stone inlay and other non-wood
fiber materials. It’s available in 16 various colors which range from subtle to
vibrant, and give you endless options for not only filling cracks or voids, but
to create designs as well. You are limited only by your imagination. It can
help you salvage a bowl from the waste barrel buy giving you an inexpensive
option to repair and enhance a large crack or defect. You can use either thin
CA glue or it can be mixed with 5-minute epoxy.

G - Kona Coffee

These adhesives are sold on page 5.

C - Calypso Wine
D - Indigo
E - Caribbean Blue

H - Palm Beach
I - Sunken Ship
J - Sanibel Sand
K - Key West Sun

TIP: Small tools for pressing the filler
into voids can easily be made by
inserting nails with different size
heads into a small turned handle.

L - Sailor Sun
M - Wisteria Gem
N - Bermuda Green

P

O - Purple Passion

( *Actual colors may vary) P - Sea Oats

Simply Insert the letter of the desired
color after the part number.

2oz pack

WWP-200- ( )

$3.00 ea

4oz pack

WWP-400- ( )

$5.00 ea

# 2 Morse Taper Arbor Chucks

New!

These chucks have a 3/8” capacity,
which is ideal for smaller lathes and
projects. The Keyless model uses a
genuine Jacobs Hand-Tite chuck.

New!
ACK-38KL-2

Tompkins GAGE’T bowl gauge
The GAGE'T was designed by professional
woodturner Keith Tompkins. It is designed to
measure the wall thickness of bowls up to
20" in diameter, or to the center of bowls up
to 17". The GAGE'T can also be used for
measuring the thickness of plates and
platters. Molded from glass filled nylon, it is
virtually indestructible. The spring-loaded
measuring pin rides along the exterior of the
bowl, giving a direct reading of the wall
thickness in 1/16” increments.

$24.95

TBG-100

$69.95

Flexible 7” extension gives 14” of
reach
High-intensity LED lasts 100,000 hrs.

ACK-38KY-2

$15.95

Uses 3 “AAAA” batteries (included)
Runs up to 60 continuous hrs.

Have a question about a product
or it’s uses? Give us a call and
we’ll do our best to help you.
Sincerely, Bruce & Jan Hoover

Made in USA
Limited Lifetime Manufacturer
Warranty

SLR-1400

$27.95

Flexible Inspection Light
This light will allow you to easily inspect the
interior of vessels and vases. By placing the
light in the bottom of a bowl or vessel, it will
cast a different shadow than a light shown
from the outside and allow you to see turning
and sanding marks you may have missed.
Can also be attached to a hollowing tool help
you see the cutting action.
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FOREDOM flexible shaft machines can give you the ability to multitask in your shop. With a wide variety of accessories available you
can carve, shape, detail, burnish, polish, and sand your projects. Foredom is a well known company established in 1922 offering quality
products and service. We offer three kits that have been popular with woodturners over the last several years to allow you to pick the
combination that best suits you.

Flexible Shaft Machines

FOREDOM 5240 Woodcarving Kit
This kit features the new SR series 18,000 rpm, 1/6
hp, ball bearing, hang-up style reversible motor (33%
more powerful than previous SR motors), No. 44T
Handpiece w/3/32”,1/8” & 1/4” collets, and FCT
Control, and the Fur, Feathers and Fins instructional
3-disc DVD set with master carver Frank Russell.
Also included is the No. 53 accessory kit. It includes
a 47 pc. assortment including many of the latest
items such as Radial Bristle Discs, Purple Ceramic
Sanding Bands & Discs, Typhoon Burs, V Stones,
Blue Stones and lots more. You get a Rotating Bur
and Tool Holder for all shank sizes, plus a small
round bur holder w/lid. The Motor and control carry a
two year manufacturers warranty. Total Retail Value
of $457.
FT-5240-K
$239.00

44T Handpiece Many users like to
have an extra one or two handpieces
on the bench for convenience to
reduce constant changing of
commonly used tool accessories.

FT-44T

1/6 HP

FOREDOM 5400 Woodcarving Kit
This kit features Foredom’s most powerful permanent
magnet, TX series motor. It’s rated 1/3 hp and
achieves a top speed of 15,000 rpm, while delivering
more torque throughout the entire speed range than
any other flex shaft motor. Comes with the cast iron
SXR-1 Speed Control, No. 44T Handpiece w/3/32”,
1/8” & 1/4” collets, and the Fur, Feathers and Fins
instructional 3-disc DVD set with master carver Frank
Russell. Also included is the No. 53 accessory kit. It
includes a 47 pc. assortment including many of the
latest items such as Radial Bristle Discs, Purple
Ceramic Sanding Bands & Discs, Typhoon Burs, V
Stones, Blue Stones and lots more. You get a
Rotating Bur and Tool Holder for all shank sizes, plus
a small round bur holder w/lid. The Motor and control
carry a two year manufacturers warranty.
Total Retail Value of $563. FT-5400-K $339.00

FOREDOM SRM Motor w/44T Handpiece
We designed this custom kit just
for woodturners. It features the
new SR series 18,000 rpm, 1/6
hp, ball bearing, bench style
reversible motor (33% more
powerful than previous SR
motors), with Integrated Speed
Control. Comes with a standard
39” shaft and sheath, and a No.
44T Handpiece w/3/32”,1/8” &
1/4” collets. This style can be
more convenient because it is
easily moved to where ever it is needed. Can be
placed on the lathe bed for easy access when carving
or sanding a turning on the lathe, and relocated to the
workbench when needed. Combined retail value of
$314.00
FT-SRM1-K $249.00

$52.95

43THandpiece This is 1” shorter
than the popular 44T. It’s size
provides much easier access to
confined interior areas. Also a good
fit for users with smaller hands.

FT-43T

$52.95

We can special order any
FOREDOM kit for you that we
do not stock.
Visit www.foredom.com
Browse the possibilities and let
us know what you like and
we’ll save you 15% on the kit of
your choice.
1/3 HP +
More Torque
No. 28 Handpiece This is a slender,
comfortable design
with a tapered grip.
Ideal for intricate &
light applications
where a more
delicate touch
would be useful.

FT-28H

$52.95

Table Top Controllers are very popular with
many users. They eliminate the fatigue sometimes
experienced with using a pedal controller. Set the
desired speed and it will remain steady as you work.
Constructed using solid state electronics in a tough
plastic housing, with a dial for precise speed
settings.

FT-EM (use with SR series motors) $56.95
FT-EMX (use with TX series motors)

$71.95
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Additional

Accessories

MH-5
Motor Hanger

M-7
Motor Hanger

features a solid rod
with mounting
clamp for attaching
to any bench up to 2
-1/4” thick. The rod
height can be easily
adjusted. It also
comes with a
handpiece rest
(HR-2) that secures
your handpieces
when not in use
(see inset photo)

has a telescoping
design for easy
height adjustment.
The pole screws
allow the user to
adjust the motor
height and to
swivel position.
Comes with a
fixed mounting
base and 3 screws
for attaching to
bench tops.

FT-MH-5

FT-MH-7
$29.00

$39.00

5-Piece Chisel Set This set of larger chisels makes a well rounded
addition to the 6-piece set that comes with the 50C
Handpiece.
1.

Gouge #3, Sweep Shallow Cut

2.

Gouge #7, Sweep Deep Cut

3.

Parting Tool “V” Cut

4.

Gouge #8, Sweep Deep Cut

5.

Chisel #1, Straight Single Bevel

Rotary Power Chisel Handpiece Set
Foredom’s chisel
handpiece gives a
power assist to
carving projects in
all types of wood.
This handpiece
has a contoured
body design that features a rugged plastic barrel and
tapered aluminum ends. Recommended for use with
1/3 HP Series TX or 1/6 HP Series SR motors, and
attaches to any flex shaft machine with a standard key
tip shaft. The Chisel Handpiece must be used only in
the forward motor direction. Optimum Speed Range–
3,000-10,000 rpm. Measures 6” long, 1” in diameter.
Comes with a set of 6 pre-sharpened steel cutters.
1.

Gouge #3, Sweep Shallow Cut

2.

Gouge #7, Sweep Deep Cut

3.

Gouge #11, Sweep “U” Cut

4.

Parting Tool “V” Cut

5.

Chisel #1, Straight Single Bevel

6.

Chisel #2, Skew Single Bevel

FT-50C-S

$79.00

Rotating Bur Holders will
FT-K560
$34.95

hold and organize over 100 tool
accessories. 7” wide by 4” high.
Burs not included.

FT-10080

$14.95

FT-10082
These radial bristle discs are designed for wood or metal applications
and will allow you to sand in places that have been unreachable up to
now. Excellent for de-burring, de-fuzzing and sanding of irregular
surfaces. 80 and 120 grits can be used for shaping, 220 for fine
sanding, and 400 will finish up and bring a sheen to the wood surface.

SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION ON PAGE 10

$14.95
This bur
holder has
a cup in the
top for
storing
small hand
tools.

Our sanding drums are an exceptional value. There are no sleeves to buy. Using

Sleeveless Cushioned Sanding Drums the supplied template, simply cut to size any abrasive sheet you want to use and

install using the locking cam. There is a cushioned surface under the abrasive
making them ideal for sanding contours. Each has a steel shank, and is most
commonly used
Sanding surface dim.
Shaft
Part #
Price
in flexible shaft
3/4” dia. x 2 1/4” long 1/4” dia.
CSD-34-214
$15.95
machines such
as the Foredom 1/2” dia. x 1 1/2” long 1/4” dia.
CSD-12-112
$13.95
models, or in a
1/2” dia. x 3/4” long 1/8” dia.
CSD-12-340
$12.95
drill if desired.

Order Form
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BILLING ADDRESS

SHIPPING ADDRESS (Leave Blank if same as Sold To)

Name: ____________________________________

Name: ____________________________________

Address: __________________________________

Address: __________________________________

Address: __________________________________

Address: __________________________________

City: ______________________________________

City: _____________________________________

State: _____

State: _____

ZIP + 4 _____________________

Phone # (Daytime) ________________________________
Page # Quantity

Item Number

Standard Shipping Charges *Contiguous 48 States Only
Order Total

**Maximum Shipping Charge

Up to $30.00

$7.95 ($5.95 minimum)

$30.01 - $50.00

$9.95

$50.01 - $125.00

$11.95

$125.01 - $200.00

$13.95

$200.01 - $300.00

$14.95

$300.01 - $400.00

$16.95

$400.01 - $500.00

$18.95

OVER $500.00

$19.95

»

The Sanding Glove

17252 Big Rd
Bloxom, VA 23308-2151

Price

Total

SUBTOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
Expedited Services (inquire)
VA Residents add 5% Tax

TOTAL
Prices are subject to change without notice due to supplier
increases, materials cost, etc. If the cost of your ordered
items has increased more than 5%, we’ll contact you at the
phone number you provided above before processing.

* For shipments out side the contiguous 48 states, phone for pricing
information. ** Shipping costs shown above are a Maximum charge. If
your actual shipping charges are less we will adjust them accordingly.

TO:

Phone # (Daytime) _________________________________
Description

We ship using Fed-Ex Home Delivery or USPS Priority

MAIL

ZIP + 4 _____________________

If you need additional information about our products,
shipping information, or technical assistance, give us a call,
we’ll be happy to help you. Tech Support (757) 665-4597

Payment Method
___ VISA

___ MasterCard
___Personal Check

___ AMEX

___Money Order

___Certified Check

Card #

FAX Your Order TO:

1-757-665-1999

Phone in Your Order: 1-800-995-9328

Expiration Date _____/_____/_____

Technical Support:

Signature _____________________________________________________

1-757-665-4597

CUST CODE
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Guinevere Total Sanding System

Inflatable Round Sander
Inflate the sander
using
the
hand
pump shown below.
Varying
the
pressure will vary
the softness to suit
any application.
Sleeves are
available in 4 grits (below).

KA-11341

This system uses two inflatable rubber
sanders, flat and round, each with four
sanding sleeves, from coarse to extra fine,
fitted either to a flexible shaft or the quiet 1/2
HP motor. The inflatable sanders are
ruggedly built from Swedish steel and heavy
rubber. This system easily eliminates your
laborious hand sanding process, saving you
countless hours of work while providing a silky smooth finish on your pieces. System also includes a
hand pump and a cleaning stick.
KA-11340
$279.00

Guinevere Basic Sanding Kit
This accessory selection is ideal for difficult profiles, finishing projects
such as carvings, boxes, bowls, decoys, furniture, spoons, intarsia,
and more. The round dome shaped sander is particularly well suited
for interior curved surfaces on bowls, platters, etc. The kit includes:
Inflatable Round Sander - 2 3/8” x 1 9/16”

$39.95

Micro Hand Pump

4 Round Sanding Sleeves - Coarse to Extra-Fine grit
Required
to
safely
inflate
the
round
sander. Use of
compressed air
can
damage
the sanders. The best pressure is
as soft as possible while keeping
the sleeve from moving on the drum

KA-11320

$9.95

Lancelot Chain Discs
These are designed for use on
4 1/2” angle grinders with a 5/8”
arbor. They take a lot of the hard
work out of woodcarving. The 14
tooth model is preferred for
“roughing out” work while the 22
tooth will yield a smoother finish. A
standard chainsaw file can be used
to sharpen the teeth when needed.
13,000 RPM Maximum rating.

14 Tooth
KA-45814
$39.95

22 Tooth
KA-45822
$39.95

Inflatable Drum Sander - 2 1/2” x 1 3/4”
4 Drum Sanding Sleeves - Coarse to Extra-Fine grit
Micro Hand Pump & Cleaning Stick

KA-11360

$99.00

(Reg. Price $109.00)

MERLIN Miniature Power Carving Tool Set
Merlin “The World’s Smallest Chain Saw” is a miniature
woodcarving set that features an 8-tooth saw chain that is
2” in diameter. Set contains a Proxxon variable speed mini
grinder and 5 different accessories in a molded case.
Versatility is the theme here as you will find many uses for
this including carving, shaping, texturing, and sanding on
your projects. Let your creativity flourish.

KA-10005

$189.00

Guinevere Replacement Sanding Sleeves
Every sanding sleeve is made to specifically to fit each inflatable sander. The sanding cloth material
is highly flexible and made of the very best quality for sanding not only wood, but also metals, plastic,
bone and horn. On the round sander, the overlapping design on the sanding sleeves is to ensure
longevity and optimum effectiveness in awkward places. As the sanders are both round and soft, the
tendency for them to clog is very low. The sharpness of the abrasive lasts a long time, however, we
highly recommend using a cleaning stick to considerably extend the working life of each sleeve.
They are available in individual grits
Remember to always keep some spares on hand.
or as an assortment.

GRIT

Round Sleeves
Pack of 3 $8.95

Drum Sleeves
Pack of 4 $8.95

Coarse

KA-11343

KA-11353

Medium

KA-11344

KA-11354

Fine

KA-11345

KA-11355

Extra Fine

KA-11346

KA-11356

Assortment
(1 each C, M, F,
XF grit)

4 Pack Round
Sleeves $9.95

4 Pack Drum
Sleeves $9.95

KA-11342

KA-11352
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Make no mistake - flying chips and sanding dust can be hazardous to your health.
ALWAYS be sure to protect your eyes and lungs with good safety gear.
Uvex Bionic Shield
> Enhanced protection from airborne debris
> Excellent optics and increased visibility
> Easily replaceable visor
> Lightweight, ergonomic design for comfort
> Comfortably worn with most goggles and
respirators. Anti-fog lens coating.
Complete Unit

UV-BS-100

$42.95

Replacement Lens

UV-RL-105

$19.95

UVEX Ultra-spec® 2001 OTG
> Lightweight over-the-glass unilens fits over Rx glasses
> Adjustable Duoflex® Temples
> Anti-fog lenses

UV-US200

Our Price $ 9.95

UVEX Stealth® Goggle

Replacement lenses for Stealth

> Low profile design with unsurpassed comfort
> Anti-fog coating plus indirect ventilation
> Quick adjust headband. Tinted lenses available.
> UV-ST300

Clear

$ 6.95

UV-701D

Dark

$ 7.95

UV-702A

Amber

$ 6.95

Replacement lenses for Genesis

> “Wrap-around” lens provides good peripheral vision
> Flexible fingers adjust to any nasal profile
> Anti-fog lens coating

Our Price $ 12.00

UV-6900C

Clear

$ 6.95

UV-6901D

Dark

$ 6.95

UV-6902A

Amber

$ 6.95

Shoe Covers

This dust mask is washable and re-useable and will last for years.
Forms to any face (even beards), and has an adjustable nose piece
that’s easily shaped to seal dust out. Heavy 3/4” strap with buckle provides strength and is easy to adjust. Bottom strap has a hook and loop
closure. This mask will not fog your glasses. Easy to breathe and talk
through. Effective down to 3 microns. FOR NUISANCE DUST ONLY!
It will not protect against harmful fumes. Made in the USA.

DBG-M

Medium

Fits men’s neck size up to 16 and most women

$34.95

DBG-L

Large

Fits men’s neck size 16 up to 18 1/2

$34.95

Fits men’s neck size 18 1/2 to 24

$34.95

DBG-XL X-Large

UV-700C

Our Price $ 12.95

UVEX GenesisTM Safety Glasses

UV-GE100

“Exceptional, friendly,
and dependable service.”
Bin Pho

Tired of sawdust in your shoes
and socks? Slip the covers over
your shoes, and attach the hook &
loop fasteners to work in comfort.
Use for turning, chain sawing, etc.
$ 19.95 pair
Colors vary

